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LIQUID PALATALIZATION 
IN SOUTHERN VANUATU 

JOHN LYNCH 

UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC 

While Proto-Oceanic *t undergoes palatalization in all Southern Vanuatu 
languages in a "typical palatalizing environment" (before *i and *e), and 
while *n and *rj also palatalize in Anejonm, Proto-Oceanic *1, *r, and *R 
palatalize before *o as well in some of these languages. In addition, while 
Anejorfi shows a palatal reflex of *1 in this environment, northern Tanna lan- 
guages show a nonpalatal reflex, but have a palatal reflex before *i and *u. 
There is some evidence that the northern Tanna nonpalatal reflex may never- 
theless be the result of palatalization, and that the palatal reflex is not. This 
evidence is presented here, along with some discussion of the phonetics of *o. 

1. INTRODUCTION. Palatalization is quite a common phenomenon in 
Oceanic languages. In many of these languages, alveolar stops have pala- 
tal or palatalized allophones before high, or front, or high front vowels, 
and in some Oceanic languages other phonemes also have palatalized allo- 
phones in similar environments. In terms of historical developments, a wide 
range of quite distantly related Oceanic languages reflect Proto-Oceanic 
(POc) *t as a palatal stop or fricative (often ending up as s) in these same 
environments, but as an alveolar stop or a liquid before other vowels; and 
again, other POc protophonemes occasionally show similar palatalization 
in similar environments. 

Palatalization of *t has occurred in all Southern Vanuatu (SV) languages, 
while palatalization of nasals and liquids has occurred in some of them. Liquid 
palatalization shows some unusual developments, however, and forms the fo- 
cus of this paper.' 

2. SOUTHERN VANUATU PHONOLOGY: BACKGROUND. The Southern 
Vanuatu subgroup of Oceanic, which comprises the languages of the islands of 
Erromango, Tanna, and Aneityum, was formally established by Lynch (I978a). 
The Southern Vanuatu and New Caledonian languages form the Southern 
Melanesian subgroup of the Southern Oceanic Linkage, whose other members are 
the languages of north and central Vanuatu (Lynch forthcoming). 
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The languages of each of the three islands apparently constitute separate 
subgroups of SV; these subgroups and the languages which belong to them 
(plus abbreviations used here) are: 

GROUP (SUBGROUP) LANGUAGES 

Erromango Sie, Ura 
Tanna (Northern) North Tanna (NTn), Whitesands (Wsn), 

Lenakel (Len) 
(Southern) SouthwestTanna (SWT), Kwamera (Kwm) 

Aneityum Anejorfi (Anj) 

In the examples in this paper, I will generally cite data from the better-known 
representatives of each subgroup (Sie, Lenakel, and Anejomfi, and also 
Kwamera when Southern Tanna shows significantly different develop- 
ments from Northern Tanna). However, examples will be drawn from 
other languages if a "representative" lacks a POc reflex or if the reflex is 
"unusual" in some way. 

2.1 SYNCHRONIC PHONOLOGIES. The synchronic phonological in- 
ventories of Southern Vanuatu languages are not particularly complex. The lan- 
guages of Erromango and Aneityum have a "standard" five vowel system /i e a 
o u/, while Tanna languages have six vowels /i e o a o u/.2 Vowel length is con- 
trastive in most, though not all, of these languages. 

Consonant inventories are given in Table I. I use phonemic rather than tra- 
ditional orthographic symbols in this paper, except that I use I/j/ to represent the 
Anejoffi affricate phoneme /tf/. 

In the synchronic phonologies of the languages of the Southern Vanuatu sub- 
group, there is very little palatalization. The only cases I am aware of are /s/ > 
[J] after /t/ in Sie, /t/ > [c] before /i/ in the languages of Tanna, and the insertion 
of a palatal off-glide between a vowel and a palatal consonant in Anejomfi. 

Stress is normally penultimate. The languages are phonotactically more 
complex than many of their Oceanic relatives: syllables may be open or closed, 

TABLE 1. CONSONANT INVENTORIES OF SOUTHERN VANUATU 
LANGUAGES 

SIE LENAKEL ANEJOM 

p t k pW p t k pw p t j k 
s h f s h f 0 s h 

v y v v y 
m n e mw m n j mw m n fin 

1 1 1 
r r r 

w w w y 
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and while some languages permit only medial consonant clusters, others per- 
mit such clusters initially and finally as well-as in Sie pruvyum 'morning', 
nipmpenr 'k.o. plant, Dracaena sp.', and nrvat 'four'. 

2.2 DIACHRONIC PHONOLOGY. I take Proto-Oceanic as having had 
the five vowels *i, *e, *a, *o, *u and the consonant inventory set forth in Table 
2 (after Ross I988, as modified in Ross I995a). Southern Vanuatu reflexes of 
these POc consonants may be found in the Appendix. 

All SV languages exhibit fairly regular initial accretion of a vowel (prob- 
ably originally *a) to verbs and of an original article (deriving from POc *na) to 
nouns. They generally retain word-final consonants (though Anejoffi loses 
these consonants more frequently than do other SV languages), and they also 
exhibit regular patterns of vowel loss: the original pretonic (i.e. antepenulti- 
mate) vowel was lost in a word of four syllables or more, and this rule was fol- 
lowed by a later rule that deleted word-final vowels (except in certain kinds of 
diphthongs). Some examples are given below; the Pre-Proto-Southern Vanuatu 
(Pre-PSV) forms in (i) are POc roots with the accretions mentioned above. 

(I) PRE-PSV SIE LENAKEL ANEJOM 
*a-komu 'put in mouth' a/jkm-i a/kumw a/kumw 
*na-baga 'banyan' n/paij ne/pok in/pak 
*a-tanum 'bury, plant' e/tenom 'dive' renom a/tenom 
*a-bulut 'stick to' a/mplet a/pwiit a/pwol 
*na-lima-nfia 'its hand' nelman 'outrigger' nelmon nijman 

The development of the POc vowels in SV languages is quite complex, in- 
volving a number of different kinds of assimilatory and dissimilatory pro- 
cesses: e.g. *a is often raised if the following syllable contained a high vowel 
(thus *a becomes e before *Ci and e or o before *Cu); *aCa sequences dis- 
similated to eC(a); *u dissimilated to i or e in some languages when the follow- 
ing syllable contained *u; *o is usually reflected as e or u; in some languages 
*i is reflected as e; and the vowels conditioning many of these changes have 
often been subsequently lost by one of the vowel deletion rules.3 

TABLE 2. CONSONANT INVENTORY OF PROTO-OCEANIC 

pw p t c k q 
bw b d j g 

r 
dr 
s 

mw m n fn 
1 R 

79 

w y 
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3. PALATALIZATION OF NONLIQUIDS. The most interesting case of 
palatalization that I will be dealing with in this paper involves the POc liquids 
*1, *r, and *R. In order to put this in context, however, I first discuss palatalized 
reflexes of other POc phonemes in SV languages. 

3.1 NASAL PALATALIZATION. Anejomfi is the only SV language that 
shows direct evidence of earlier palatalization of nasals. POc *n is reflected as 
i when it occurred before a POc front vowel. 

(2) POc *n /_*i,*e 
*kani 'eat' 

*bani 'bait' 

*tau-mwaqane 'man' 

*bune 'fruit dove' 

> Anejofm nfi, other SV n 
Anj yiii 
Sie eni, Len kon, Kwm ani 
Anj ne/pyafi 
Len no/pien, Kwm no/piien 
Anj na/tamwaft 
Sie na/tman, Len ie/ramWaan, 
Kwm ie/rman 
Anj no/piia 
Sie no/mpon, Len pun/huua, 
Kwm pon/uas 

In other environments in Anejomi, and in all environments in other SV languages, 
*n > n. 

(3) POc *n elsewhere 
*manuk 'bird' 

*tanoq 'ground' 

*tanum 'bury' 

> all SV n 
Anj in/man 
Sie menuy, Len menuk, 
Kwm menu 
Anj in/tan 
Ura dena, Len ton, Kwm t3na 
Anj a/tenom 
Sie e/tenom 'dive', Len renom, 
Kwm numW-i 

Similarly, POc *D is reflected as Anejom) i before a front vowel (though I 
have no examples of *Je sequences) and as jg elsewhere; other languages have 
t in all environments.4 

(4) POc *r /__*i,(*e) 
*ajuin 'wind' 

*taIis 'cry' 

(5) POc *rj elsewhere 
*laro 'a fly' 

Anejorfi fi, other SV rj 
Anj ne/mtafi-japw 
Sie ne/metaiji, Len no/mataaj, 
Kwm no/matarji 
Anj tafn 
Sie toUi 

all SV ur elsewhere 
Anj in/larj 
Sie u/laij, Len k/iaM, SWT e/laij 

80 
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*talira- 'ear' 

*paean 'eat (intr.)' 

Anj in/tijoa- 
Sie n/teljo-, Len -telj-, 
SWT mwa-telj- 
Anj hai 
Sie vai, Len a/vion, 
Kwm a/vejan 

Southern Vanuatu languages have also retained the POc distinction between 
*n and other nasals. In Sie and Anejomf at least, *fi merges with *y (asy) rather than 
with *n. Note that, in Anejorf, *fi does not merge with the palatalized reflex of *n 
and *U.5 

(6) POc *fi 
*finunu 'shade' 

*fiatu 'k. o. tree, 
Burckella obovata' 

*fiamuk 'mosquito' 
*fiora 'swift-flowing' 

(7) POc *y 
*yaRu 'k. o. tree, 

Casuarina sp.' 
*yaJo 'yellow' 

> Sie, Anejomf y 
Sie oraJyu 'shelter in shade', 
Anj a/iyu 'shady' 

Sie yetu, Anj in/yat 
Sie yomoy, Anj in/yamw 
Anj ya 'flow everywhere' 

> Sie, Anejofi y 

Sie n/yar, Anj in/ya 
Sie mel/yei, Anj yarj 

The one notable exception to this statement is the third person singular pos- 
sessive suffix: POc *-nfa > -n in all SV languages. However, this development is 
found in a number of Oceanic languages that otherwise reflect *n differently 
from *n (see Blust I978:55-56, Ross I988:332-333). 

3.2 PALATALIZATION OF *t The reflexes of POc *t in SV languages vary 
according to two different processes: secondary prenasalization and palatalization. 

3.2.1 Secondary Prenasalization. Secondary prenasalization (see Ross I988: 
335ff.) occurs in word-initial position (and possibly morpheme-initial position 
in the second member of a compound) in some nouns which could be marked 
with the common article *na:6 the vowel of the article was lost, and the nasal 
coalesced with the stop; *t merged with *d in this environment in Erromango 
and Tanna, but not in Anejorfi (which has t < *t but ./< *d). In initial position in 
other nouns and in verbs, and in medial and final position, a different reflex is 
found. This process can perhaps be most clearly illustrated with the nominal 
and locative forms of the Lenakel reflexes of *tasik 'sea': 

(8) POc 
*na tasik 
*qi tasik 

Pre-PSV 
*na-tasik 
*i-tasik 

Lenakel 
tehe 'the sea' 
irhe 'to/in the sea' 

8I 
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Some other examples of secondary prenasalization include: 

(9) POc 
*na talija- 
*na tanoq 

Pre-PSV 
*na-taliia- 
*na-tanoq 

Lenakel 
nomWa-teli- 'ear' 
ton 'ground, earth' 

On the other hand, the nonprenasalized reflex of *t (in nonpalatalizing envi- 
ronments) is illustrated in (10). 

(Io) POC *t-,*-t- 
*tama- 'father' 
*tanum 'bury, plant' 
*taRami 'answer' 
*mata- 'eye, face' 
*natu- 'child' 

> Lenr 
ram- 
renom 
a/ramw 
no/mr- 
ner- 

It is not clear to me under what exact conditions secondary prenasalization 
did or did not occur. While there are a number of cases like those in (9) above, 
there are also cases where the accreted article is present but has not coalesced 
with the stop, and the nonprenasalized reflex of *t occurs. 

(II) POc 
*topu 'sugarcane' 
*taci- 'younger same-sex sibling' 

Lenakel 
no/ruw 
no/rh- 

The case of *taci- suggests a possible explanation. Kin terms were normally not 
marked with *na. However, there is evidence that *na may have been randomly 
added to some kin terms-and presumably to some other previously unmarked 
nouns-at some time after secondary prenasalization had ceased to be produc- 
tive (e.g., Southwest Tanna no/son- is the only reflex of *tina- 'mother' in a SV 
language that has accreted initial *na). 

3.2.2. Palatalization. When there was no secondary prenasalization, *t under- 
went palatalization before POc front vowels. The palatalized reflex is s in most 
SV languages; however, it is usually, though not always, h in Sie and Kwa- 
mera.7 Compare the examples in (I2) with those given in 3.2.1. 

(I2) POc *t/_*i,*e 
*ka[Ra]t-i 'bite' 
*tiana 'pregnant' 
*mate 'die' 
*maqati 'low tide' 

*tinaqe- 'intestines' 
*qutin- 'penis' 
*tina- 'mother' 

> Sie, Kwm h (s); otherTanna,Anj s 
Len kos, Kwm ahi, Anj a/yas 
Sie e/hyan, Len sin3/n 
Sie mah, Len mos, Kwm e/mha, Anj mas 
Sie mah, Wsn a/mas, Kwm maha, 
Anj mas 
Len no/sjaa-, Kwm nan/inha- 
NTn n/us-, Kwm n/ihi- 
Ura e/hine-, SWT no/son-, Kwm ri/nh3-, 
Anj ri/si- 

82 
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There are a few cases where *t appears to have undergone palatalization before 
POc *o. 

(I3) POc *t/__*o 
*tokon '(use) 

walking-stick' 
*ma-tolu 'thick' 
*tolu 'three' 

> Sie, Kwm h (s), otherTanna s,Anj s 

Len a/skon, Kwm a/skon, Anj i/soy 
Len asuul, Kwm asori, Anj a/mesej 
Sie nre/hel, Len ko/sol, Kwm ka/har, 
Anj e/sej 

However, the majority of cases of *t before *o show the regular nonpalatalized 
reflex. 

(I4) POc *t /_*o > Sie t, Len Kwm r, Anj t 
*toka 'sit, stay' Sie e/te, Len a/rok, Kwm a/ra, Anj a/tey 
*kato 'basket' Len karo/m, Anj in/yat 
*butoi 'navel' Len no/proj-, Kwm na/purej/i- 
*jalatoi 'nettle tree, 

Dendrocnide sp.' Sie, Anj n/elyat 
*bwoto- 'bottom' Sie potni-, Anj in/pote- 
*tobwa- 'belly' Len ne/tp-, Kwm t3pu- 
*topu 'sugarcane' Len no/ruw, Kwm no/ruk, Anj ne/to 

Of the cases listed in (13), note that Clark (n.d.) reconstructs Proto-North- 
Central Vanuatu (PNCV) *tiko '(use) walking stick' rather than expected 
*toko. Although he reconstructs *tolu 'three' and *ma-tolu 'thick' with a back 
vowel following *t, some of his witnesses have a front vowel, as for example 
Paamese telu 'three', matetelu 'thick'. This suggests that there may have been 
competing forms in PSV or one of its ancestors-*tokon vs. *tikon '(use) walk- 
ing stick', and *tolu vs. *toli vs. *teli 'three'-and that PSV inherited the last 
of these.8 If this is the case, there is no palatalization of *t before *o in PSV. 
Palatalization of *t occurs only before the front vowels *i and *e. 

4. PALATALIZATION OF LIQUIDS. Before moving to examine the rather 
more complex and interesting case of palatalization of the POc liquids (in which 
category I include POc *1, *r, and *R), a brief word about the problematical 
protophoneme *R is necessary. In his detailed study on Proto-Eastern Oceanic 
*R, Geraghty had this to say about the situation in Southern Vanuatu: "The lan- 
guages of the three islands of Southern Vanuatu continue almost perfectly the 
Solomons-Northern Vanuatu trend of *R being lost from north to south (and 
merged with the reflex of *r when retained). In all but four items in which *R is lost 
at some point in Northern Vanuatu, it is lost also in SouthernVanuatu... [T]he data 
available from Erromango and Tanna do seem to support the hypothesis that *R is 
more readily maintained between identical vowels" (Geraghty I990:86-87). 

83 
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POc *R is retained in some words in SV languages, where it merges with *r 
(see below), and is lost in others. POc word-final *R is, with one exception, 
universally lost in SV languages. The exception is *mimiR 'urinate', in which 
*R is retained in some Tanna languages (e.g. Lenakel ami-amiil), but not in the 
rest of SV (e.g. Kwamera, Anejomi a/mi). 

In nonfinal position, *R appears to be retained more frequently in Erromango 
than in the other two groups, and more frequently in Tanna than in Anejolm, as 
pointed out by Geraghty. However, there does not appear to be any consistent 
pattern by which we might predict its retention or loss. The set of examples in (I 5) 
show retention between identical vowels, before *i, and before *u. 

(I5) POc *R > 
*kaRaka 'creep, crawl' 

*maRi 'breadfruit' 

*yaRu 'k.o. tree, 
Casuarina sp.' 

Sie KwmAnj r, Len 1 
Kwm 3/rko, Anj a/tray (Sie n/arayaray 
'k.o ground plant [Cupaniopsis 
leptobotrys]' ?) 
Sie n/mar, Kwm ne/mer, Anj in/ma 
(in/mar-, in/mer- in compounds) 

Sie n/yar, Len n/iel, Kwm n/ier, 
Anj in/ya (regular loss of word-final r) 

The examples in (16), however, show loss of *R in these same environments: 

(I6) POc *R 
*draRaq 'blood' 
*waRisa 'two days 

from today' 

*paRu 'Hibiscus 
tiliaceus' 

> Sie Len KwmAnj 0 
Sie n/re, Len no/ta, Kwm ne/ta, Anj in/ja 

Sie wisa/s 'four days ago', Len n/ihi/n, 
Kwm n/eis, Anj in/vi0 

Sie n/vau, Len nu/vo, Kwm ne/vo, 
Anj in/hau 

In the remainder of this discussion, I include *R along with the other liquids, 
though the reader will need to bear in mind that when I refer to the "reflex of *R" 
I mean "the reflex of *R in those words in which it is retained". 

4.1 NO LIQUID PALATALIZATION: SIE AND SOUTHERN TANNA. The 
next two sections deal respectively with Anejomrf and the northern Tanna lan- 
guages. Sie is unproblematical, since it regularly reflects POc *1 as I in all envi- 
ronments, and merges *r and *R (and also *dr) as r in all environments: 

(17) POc *1 
*laro 'a fly' 
*lima- 'hand' 
*luaq 'vomit' 
*molis 'citrus' 

> Siel 
u/laij 
ne/lma/n 'outrigger' 
elwo 
nemli 
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*quloc 'maggot' 
*bulut 'sticky' 

(I8) POc *r,*R,*dr > 
*rakumwa 'k. o. crab' 
*ror)oR 'hear' 
*maqurip 'alive' 
*kurat 'k.o. tree, 

Morinda citrifolia' 
*maRi 'breadfruit' 
*yaRu 'k. o. tree, Casuarina sp.' 
*draRaq 'blood' 
*madrai 'fermented breadfruit'9 

n/ilah 
a/mplet 

Sier (for *R see [I5]) 
n/royum 
o/rn-i 
o/murep 

no/yrat 
n/mar 
n/yar 
n/re 
morei 

The southern Tanna languages merge *1, *r, and *R (as Southwest Tanna 1, 
Kwamera r) in all environments, and are also of no further interest to us here. 

(I9) POc *l,*r,*R > Kwmr 
*laba 'big' ropu- 
*lima- 'hand' kori/rum 'five' 
*likos 'tie up, hang' a/rih-i 
*logu 'carry under arm' ruku/vn 
*keli 'dig' eri 
*molis 'citrus' no/morhi 
PSO *teli 'three' ka/har 

*kalo 'spider' ka/mkori 
*rua 'two' ko/ru 
*rani 'day' ia/ran 
*irip 'fan' eri-eri 
*paraq 'sprouting coconut' nu/vera 
*kaRu 'swim, bathe' a/ru 
*ma-wiRi 'left hand' mour 

4.2 LIQUID PALATALIZATION IN ANEJOM. POc nonfinal *r and *R 
were lost when they came to be word-final in Anejorfm.I? The development of 
*maRi 'breadfruit' illustrates this. The generic term is in/ma, but as the first el- 
ement in compounds both in/mar- and in/mer- (and not in/ma-) are used. Other 
examples are given in (20). 

(20) POc *r,*R > 
*maqurip 'alive' 
*nfora 'swift-flowing' 
*yaRu 'k. o. tree, Casuarina sp.' 

Anj 0 /_# 
u/mu 
ya 'flow everywhere' 
in/ya 

Otherwise, POc *r and *R are reflected as r in all environments. 

(21) POc*r,*R 
*rakumwa 'k. o. crab' 
*rua 'two' 

> Anj r-, -r- 
in/ray 
e/rou 
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*kurat 'k. o. tree, 
Morinda citrifolia' naluras 

*irip 'to fan' erieri 
*karis 'scrape' a/yreO 
*Rapi 'evening' injup-u/ra 
*kaRaka 'crawl' a/yray 

However, there is clear evidence in Anejorim of palatalization with respect to 
POc *1. Although *1 is reflected asl before *a and *u, as in (22), it is reflected as the 
palatal affricatej (/tf/) when it occurred before a POc front vowel, as in (23). 

(22) POc *l/_*a,*u > Anj 1 
*laba 'big' a/lpWas 
*lao 'a fly' in/lar 
*luaq 'vomit' a/lou 
*bulut 'sticky' a/pwol 
*paluca 'to paddle' a/hele0 

(23) POc*l/ *i,*e > Anj.j 
*lima- 'hand' ni/jma- 
*liko 'hang' a/j ye-i 
*talise 'k.o. tree, 

Terminalia catappa' in/tejeO 
*(sj)uliq 'taro top' ni/sji-ntal 
*mule 'return' adu/mwoj 

There are two sets of apparent exceptions to these general rules. The first set con- 
sists of two forms, already discussed in another context above, which havej for 
expected 1: 

(24) POc Anejomrf 
*tolu 'three' e/sej 
*ma-tolu 'thick' a/mesej 

As mentioned in 3.2.2, there is widespread evidence for an alternative or com- 
peting reconstruction *teli 'three', at least in Proto-Southern Oceanic (PSO). 
Lynch (I977:15-I6) cites evidence supporting this reconstruction from lan- 

guages of northern and central Vanuatu, and also from Manam. The form *ma- 
tolu may have changed to *ma-teli by analogy with *tolu > *teli; but note also 
a similar development in Central Papuan languages (where *olu > oi, presum- 
ably via **oli), which may point to an inherent instability in such sequences. 
Whatever the explanation, we can suggest that (24) should be modified as (25): 

(25) PSO Anejomfi 
*teli 'three' e/sej 
*ma-teli 'thick' a/mesej 

There is a second set of exceptions that have 1 for expected j. They are dealt 
with in 4.3 under liquid palatalization in Tanna languages. 
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The evidence cited so far shows that *1 behaves in a way similar to that of *n, 
*j, and *t-that is, it underwent palatalization before a front vowel. However, *1 
is palatalized as j not only before front vowels, but before *o as well: 

(26) POc *1 /_*o 
*quloc 'maggot' 
*mwalo 'coral reef' 
*bwilo 'container' 

> Anjj 
n/ija 
in/mwoje 
ne/pje-, inhu/pej 

This is discussed after the evidence from Tanna languages is presented. 

4.3 LIQUID PALATALIZATION IN NORTHERN TANNA. The north- 
ern Tanna languages, like those of Southern Tanna, merge *1, *r, and *R, 
but here there are two reflexes, the environments matching the palatalization/ 
nonpalatalization environments in Anejorfi. POc *1, *r, and *R are reflected 
as I before a (high) front vowel and before *o: 

(27) POc *l,*r,*R /_*i,*e,*o 
*lima- 'hand' 
*likos 'tie up, hang' 
*logu 'carry under arm' 
*keli 'dig' 
*talija- 'ear' 
*molis 'citrus' 
PSO *teli 'three' 
PSO *ma-teli 'thick' 

*bwilo 'container' 
*kalo 'spider' 
*solo 'carry on pole' 
*irip 'fan' 
*koro 'fence' 
*ma-wiRi 'left hand' 

> Len 1 
ne/lm- 
a/liis 
loku/n 
il 
-telj- 
no/molh 
ko/sil 
asuul 
ui/pol 
ma/kal 
a/sulie 
il-il 
noua-n/kulu 
mul 

Note also the following forms which I have reconstructed with a final front 
vowel in PSO: 

(28) PSO*1/_*i 
*teli 'three' 
*ma-teli 'thick' 

> Len 
ko/sil 
asuul 

On the other hand, *1, *r, and *R are reflected as i (phonetically [i] in some en- 
vironments and [y] in others) before *a and *u. 

(29) POc *l,*r,*R __*a,*u 
*laba 'big' 
*laro 'a fly' 
*luaq 'vomit' 
*bulut 'sticky' 
*rakumwa 'crab' 

> Len i 
ipWor 
k/iarj 
eua (via **a/iua) 
a/pwiit 
iakom 
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*rua 'two' k/iu 
*rani 'day' n/ian 
*paraq 'sprouting coconut' nien-u/via 
*kaRu 'swim, bathe' aiu/k 

In the previous section, I mentioned that there is a set of exceptions in Anejoffi 
where *1 is reflected as 1 rather than as j in a palatalizing environment. These are 
given in (30), along with cognates in Tanna languages where they occur. 

(30) POc 
*limut 'moss' > Anj ne/lomw, Len lomus, SWT lomus, 

Kwm iamha 
*talos 'taro' > Anj in/tal, Wsn no/rei, Len no/te 

(via **notai), SWT no/tel 
*leqos 'look at' > Anj e/laO 'look in certain direction', 

SWT elha-kon 'look for' 
*peliR- 'penis' > Anj in/hele-, Kwm n/ore- 

Anejorfi ne/lomw 'moss' suggests an alternative reconstruction with *u rather than 
*i in the first syllable, and note that Clark (n.d.) has reconstructed *lumu for PNCV. 
Southwest Tanna idmus derives from either *limuti or *lumuti. Lenakel lamus 
may derive from *limuti, or may be a loan from Southwest Tanna. Kwamera 
iamha, with unexpected i, may also be a loan, borrowed from some unidentified 
northern Tanna lect and deriving from *lumuti. It appears, therefore, that PSV 
had the form *lumuti, but may also have had a competing form *limuti. 

The form for 'taro' behaves irregularly in Anejorfi and Tanna. Because *1 
palatalizes before *o, we would expect Anejoffi to reflect the *1 in *talos as j, 
and northern Tanna languages to reflect it as 1. The expected and actual forms 
are given below in (3 ). 

(31) POc *talos 'taro' EXPECTED ACTUAL 

Anj **in/taj in/tal 
Wsn * * na/tal no/rei 
Len **n3/ral no/te (via **no/tai) 
SWT **no/lel no/tel 

The behavior of the liquid suggests that the second vowel was not *o but rather *a 
or *u. In addition, the reflexes of *t (Whitesandsr, Lenakel t, and SouthwestTanna 
t (for expected t, r, and I respectively) suggest that the initial consonant was *d. 
That is, Pre-PSV seems to have reinterpreted *talos as *dal(au)(s). 

Looking at PSV' s immediate relatives to the north, POc *talos has been re- 
placed in almost all North-Central Vanuatu languages by the form PNCV 
*bweta. However, it is retained in the Efate/Shepherds area: Nakanamanga, a 
language which regularly reflects *o as o, has na-tale 'taro', which suggests 
some "misbehavior" in the second vowel in this language as well (though pos- 
sibly misbehavior of a different kind). There is thus some evidence to suggest 
a PSO reconstruction *dal(au)s 'taro'. 
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I have no ready explanation for the remaining exceptions in (3o)-the 
Anejorfm reflexes of *leqos and *peliR. The term for 'Casuarina' also seems to 
be an exception: *yaRu > Len n/iel, with 1 for expected i. (Anj in/ya shows regu- 
lar loss of expected final r.) 

5. DISCUSSION. The discussion in the preceding sections is summarized in 
(32) below, with only representative languages listed. Recall that *R is usually 
lost: the reflexes given here are for those cases where it is retained. The conven- 
tion x-y-z abbreviates x-, -y-, -z (cf. Ross I995b). 

(32) POc */_ *a,*u *l/_*i,*e,*o *r,*R/_*a,*u *r,*R/_*i,*e,*o 
Sie 1 1 r r 
Len i 1 i 1 
Kwm r r r r 
Anj 1 j r r-r-0 

There are two major points of interest here: the apparent "mirror-image" 
palatalization in Anejorfi and northern Tanna, and the behavior of the POc 
vowel *o. 

5.1 APPARENT "MIRROR-IMAGE" PALATALIZATION. A first glance at 
the Lenakel and Anejorfi reflexes of the liquids suggests that the palatalization 
rules apply in the same environment but have the opposite effect. That is: 

(a) In Anejorfi, *1 has a palatal reflex j before POc front vowels (and *o), 
and a nonpalatal liquid reflex 1 before *a and *u. 

(b) However, in northern Tanna languages like Lenakel, *1 has a palatal 
reflex i before *a and *u and a nonpalatal liquid reflex I before POc 
front vowels (and *o). 

In a general study of palatalization, Bhat (1978) suggests (i) that the most com- 
mon effect of palatalization on laterals is that they either become laminals or pala- 
tal semivowels (the latter often leading to total deletion); and (ii) that palataliza- 
tion of nonlateral liquids often causes them to become laterals. 

The situation in Anejorfi fits tendency (i). Anejorfi maintained the distinction 
between *1 and *r/*R. It palatalized *1 as j in a typically palatalizing environ- 
ment-that is, before a front vowel (as well as before *o, which is discussed in 
5.2)- but retained it as a nonpalatal 1 in a nonpalatal environment. 

However, Northern Tanna languages like Lenakel apparently do not fit ten- 
dency (i). What seems to be crucial here is that, unlike in Anejorfi, the Northern 
Tanna languages merged *1, *r, and *R, and the palatalization rule applied after 
this merger. It is possible that *1, *r, and *R merged as r rather than as I in Proto- 
Northern Tanna; note that these phonemes also merged as r in Kwamera 
(though as 1 in Southwest Tanna, which has no /r/ phoneme), and that other 
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occurrences of r appear to be later developments in individual northern Tanna 
languages (i.e., Whitesands medial and finalr < *d and *dr, and Lenakel r < *t). 

Now Bhat's tendency (ii) suggests that nonlateral liquids palatalize as laterals, 
according to which one development in Proto-Northem Tanna (PNT) might have 
been the following: 

(33) POc *l,*r,*R /_*i,*e,*o > Pre-PNT *r > PNT *1 

What remains to be explained is the development of Pre-PNT *r as i in other 
environments. I am aware of only one other Oceanic language in which some- 
thing almost identical occurs-Tubai Fijian, where POc *1 is reflected as y be- 
fore a and o and as 1 elsewhere (Geraghty 1983:179-180)." However, it should 
be noted that liquids are reflected as y or as some other palatal in a number of 
disparate Oceanic groups, as for example: 

(a) In the South Huon Gulf Chain (Western Oceanic), a number of the 
Buang languages reflect *1 and *R as y, while Hote reflects *r as y 
(Ross I988:141-142). 

(b) The languages of Utupua and Vanikoro (Temotu Province, Solomon 
Islands) have 1, 0, and, in some cases, y as "apparently unconditioned 
reflexes" of POc *1 (Tryon and Hackman 1983: 100). 

(c) Two languages of Epi (North-Central Vanuatu) have tfas a common 
reflex of *1, though they also show 1 in environments that I cannot 
explain (Tryon 1976:32). 

Was there something palatal-like about one or more of the POc liquids? Note in 
this connection that Goodenough (I995) reconstructs a Proto-Micronesian 
palatal liquid *L as distinct from the nonpalatal *1, and suggests that this 
distinction may go back as far as Proto-Oceanic. There are, unfortunately, few 
cognates in SV languages of his forms with *L, and I am unable at this stage to 
add anything to that particular discussion. 

The apparent "mirror-image" palatalization in Northern Tanna can in any case 
be explained as follows: I is the palatalized reflex of POc *1, *r, and *R, which 
merged as *r (not *1) in Proto-Northern Tanna; i is the nonpalatalized reflex of *1, 
*r, and *R, which is similar to the regular reflex of one or more POc liquids in a 
small but substantial number of Oceanic subgroups. 

5.2 ON THE NATURE OF POc *o. Palatalization in Oceanic (and other) 
languages tends to occur in what I have been referring to as a "typical palatal- 
izing environment." This environment is most commonly before a high front 
vowel, but quite often also either before a mid front vowel or a high back 
vowel. Liquid palatalization, where it occurs in Oceanic, follows this tendency, 
as for example: 
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(a) In Sissano (Schouten Chain, Western Oceanic), *1, *r, and *R are re- 
flected as A before a word-final POc high vowel (which was subse- 
quently lost): that is, *li#, *lu# > X# (Ross 1988:126-127). 

(b) In the Papuan Tip languages (Western Oceanic), many languages of 
the Are and Dobu Chains lose *1 before i, while Central Papuan lan- 
guages reflect *li and *lu sequences as i (Ross 1988:200, 205; Lynch 
i978b). 

(c) Port Sandwich (North-Central Vanuatu) reflects *1 as y before high 
back vowels (Tryon 1976:30). 

The unusual feature of liquid palatalization in Southern Vanuatu is that it 
occurs before *o as well as before *i and *e. I noted above that *o is often 
reflected in SV as a front vowel (or as a in Tanna), but it is also sometimes re- 
flected as u. However, the nature of the reflex does not seem to have affected 
palatalization. That is, Pre-PSV vowels were presumably similar in quality to 
POc vowels, and changes in vowel quality must have occurred after the palatal- 
ization rules had worked their way through the system. That this is the case can 
be seen from the following Anejorfm examples, in which a nonfront vowel has 
changed to i or e, but this vowel does not condition palatalization of the pre- 
ceding stop or liquid: 

(34) POc Anejom 
*taliija- 'ear' in/tijUa- 
*bwoto- 'bottom' in/pote- 
*paluca 'to paddle' a/heleO 
*laje 'coral' in/lis-elyat 'k.o. stinging coral' 

I also noted above a few cases of doublets or triplets involving POc *o: 

(35)POc/PSO 
*tokon, *tikon '(use) walking stick' 
*tolu, *toli, *teli 'three' 
*ma-tolu, *ma-teli 'thick' 

This suggests a certain amount of instability in what has been reconstructed as 
*o in POc-whose sources, it is important to recall, are Proto-Austronesian *e 
(= /ao/?) and *aw. POc *o may have been central rather than back, or unrounded 
rather than rounded, which may have given rise to this instability. 

Reflexes of *o in SV languages tend to support this. POc *o seems to be 
reflected as u adjacent to a velarized bilabial or if the following syllable con- 
sists of a labial + *u: 

(36) POc *o > Sie Len Anj u 
*komu 'put in mouth' LenAnj a/kumw 
*bwoto- 'bottom' Sie potni-, Anj in/pote- 
*topu 'sugarcane' Len no/ruw, Anj ne/to 
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In other environments, *o is generally reflected as a nonback, nonrounded 

vowel-usually o in Lenakel and e in Sie and Anejoffi (though a is sometimes 

found): 

(37) POc *o > Sie e (a), Len , Anj e (a) 
*toka 'sit, stay' Sie e/te, Len a/rok, Anj a/tey, e/tey 
*mono 'reside' Sie n/amen 'residue', Anj a/men 
*boji 'night' Len la/pon, Anj ne/pefi 
*kona 'bitter' Sie a/yan, Anj a/yen 
*Ropok 'to fly' Len i/vyak, Anj a/e 

*quloc 'maggot' Sie n/ilah, Anj n/ija 

This suggests that the phonetic norm of *o in PSV may have been mid- 
central. Now in Tanna languages, which retain the phoneme /s/ as distinct from 
/i e a o u/, /o/ has the allophones [i] following alveolar consonants and [a] else- 
where. Phonemic /ranamos/ 'he died', for example, is phonetically [rinimos]. If 
*o was phonetically high central [i] after alveolar consonants like *r and *1, 
this would help to explain why it underwent palatalization in this environment. 
The unanswered question, of course, is why this same allophone of *o did not 
condition palatalization of *t (and *n in Anejorfi). 

6. CONCLUSION. This paper suggests that what appear to be two opposite 
palatalization processes involving liquids in Anejorfi and northern Tanna may 
possibly have been two different manifestations of the same process. It also 
indicates that, at least in Proto-Southern Vanuatu, *o was probably a mid 
central vowel. This obviously has implications for the phonology of Proto- 
Oceanic, a subject that is beyond the scope of this paper. 

NOTES 

I. I am grateful to Terry Crowley, Paul Geraghty, Malcolm Ross, and JanTent for com- 
ments on an earlier version of this paper. 

2. There is, however, an underlying sixth vowel /a/ in Sie, realized as o in some environ- 
ments, and 0 in others (Crowley I995a). 

3. The reader will thus have to take on trust the fact that the vowel correspondences are 
'right' in the comparisons I present below! 

4. The forms meaning 'wind' in (4) may reflect a compound of *mata 'eye' + *al)in 
'wind': the Anejorfi reflex refers to the direction from which the wind is blowing, as 
opposed to nelehel 'wind (direction unspecified)'. However, if this were the case, we 
would expect Lenakel and Kwamera r rather than t as the reflex of the *t in *mata. The 
Tanna forms may be loans from, or may have been influenced by, the neighboring 
Polynesian Outlier Futuna-Aniwa, which has mtaoi 'wind'. 

5. Note that the sequence ny in Anejoffi is both phonemically and phonetically distinct 
from the palatal nasal fn. For example, vowels take a palatal off-glide before n, but not 
before ny. The development of *n in Tanna is much less clear. There are few reflexes of 
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etyma containing *n, and each of these is problematic in some way. While *fiufnu 
'shade' > Lenakel na/n/mw-, Kwamerana/nu/mu- 'shadow, soul' and *gifnit 'pinch' > 
Lenakel kanam, if valid comparisons, suggest that *nf may have merged with *n as n, 
*nfiatu 'Burckella obovata'> Lenakel n/ier suggests a merger with *y, as i (cf. *yaRu 
'Casuarina' > Lenakel n/iel, Kwamera n/ier). 

6. It seems that not all POc nouns could be marked with *na: kinship terms (and possibly 
also nouns with human reference) were either unmarked or marked with some other 
article (Crowley 1985). 

7. See Crowley (1995b, 1995c) for a discussion of the complex phonological relation- 
ship between s and h in Sie. 

8. The final *i in the competing forms for 'three' will be justified below. 
9. Paul Geraghty (pers. comm.) suggests that what has been reconstructed as POc 

*ma(d)ra be modified as *madrai on the basis of the Sie form plus Ifira-Mele manrai, 
Fijian madrai. Terry Crowley (pers. comm.) suggests a possible alternative explana- 
tion of the Sie form: mor- 'breadfruit (in compounds)' + ei 'blind' (i.e., breadfruit cov- 
ered in a pit); however, Anejomfi namarai is not a compound and, if not a borrowing, 
derives from Geraghty's suggested reconstruction. 

I o. One apparent exception to this generalization is in/har 'stingray' < *paRi. This may be 
due to avoidance of homophony with inha 'share of a feast' and inha- 'thigh'. 

I I. I am grateful to Paul Geraghty for drawing the case of Tubai Fijian to my attention. 

APPENDIX. SOUTHERN VANUATU 
CONSONANT CORRESPONDENCES 

(Note that POc *nt represents a *t that has undergone secondary prenasalization- 
see 3.2.1. Note also that the convention x-y-z represents x-, -y-, -z.) 

POc *bw,*pw *b/__*u *b /else *p /_*u *p /else *p /else *w 
FORTIS LENIS 

Sie mp(W) p(w) mp v-v-p p v-v-p w,v 
Ura b(w) p(w) b v p v w 
NTn mp(W) pw mp u-u-p p v, 0 u, 0 
Wsn pw pw p u p v u 
Len pw pw p u,w p v u,w 
SWT pw pw p kw p v kw 
Kwm pw pw p kw p v kw 
Anj pw pw p h-h-0 p h-h-0 v 

POc *d *nt *t /_*i, e *t /else *j *c,*s 

Sie (n)t nt h, (s) t s, h, 0, (y) s, h, 0, (y) 
Ura d d h r? ? 
NTn k/__, (n)t t s t h h 
Wsn t-r-r t s t h h 
Len t t s r h h 
SWT t t s 1 h h 
Kwm t t h, (s) r h s 
Anj j t s t s 0 
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POc *g *k *k *q *y 
FORTIS LENIS 

Sie k-jk-0 k y (0 /n- ?) 0 y 
Ura q k y 0 y 
NTn k, Uk k 0-0-0 0 i 
Wsn k k 0-n-rj 0 i 
Len k k k 0 i 
SWT k k 0 0 i 
Kwm k k 0 0 i 
Anj k k (y /_C?) y 0 y 

POc *mw,*m/__*u *m /else *n /_*i,e*n /else *fi *rj /_*i,e*r /else 

Sie m(w) m n n y 0 0 
Ura m(w) m n n y r r 
NTn mw m n n n? n ) 
Wsn mw m n n n ? q r 
Len mw m n n n? u n 
SWT mw m n n n? n 0 
Kwm mw m n n n? 0 0 
Anj mw m fi n y n r 

POc *1 /_*a,u *1 /else *r /_*a, u*r /else *R /_*a, u *R /else 
*dr 

Sie 1 1 r r r, 0 r, 0 r 
Ura 1 1 1 1 1, 0 1, 0 ? 
NTn i 1 i 1 i, 0 1, 0 t 
Wsn i 1 i 1 i, 0 1, 0 t-r- 
Len i 1 i 1 i, 0 1, 0 t 
SWT 1 I 1 1 1, 0 1, 0 t 
Kwm r r r r r, 0 r, 0 t 
Anj 1 j r r-r-0 r, 0 r, 0 j 
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